STORY: JOURNEY
RETREAT

Imagine…You’re on the road, you want to unwind, to relax, to retreat. Your way to
step back is to immerse yourself in music or perhaps a movie, so you go online…
But what if it’s 2005? No Spotify, Pandora, or iTunes. No YouTube, or HBO Go…you
might have Netflix…as in the DVD in your suitcase. Oh, and internet isn’t a certainty at
every hotel and the bandwidth speeds are slow and legal music and movie content is
hard to come by…and it takes longer to download the content than to watch or listen
to it.
Now what? If you’re in luck, the hotel you are staying at has services from LodgeNet
Entertainment.
Back at LodgeNet a sizeable team of individuals spend their days trying to create the
best in-room entertainment experience for guests.
So back in the comfort of your hotel room…you can watch a movie for about $10, or
listen to a large library of music through the TV, also for about $10, or if you’re really
lucky the hotel not only has true high-speed internet but they also offer
downloadable movies…for, you guessed it, $10, you can download a new release
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movie to your laptop in less than 10 minutes, which is crazy fast in 2005! Pick your
favorite and unwind…
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PRODUCT MANAGER
STORY: JOURNEY

Good Afternoon. My name is Shawn Lohnes and I had the privilege to be on the
teams that helped build, enhance, and refine those in-room entertainment products
at LodgeNet, now Sonifi.
My product management career started in 2000 at LodgeNet. Since then, I’ve worked
at 5 more companies…3 start-ups and 2 mid-size companies, which were also about
the size of LodgeNet (roughly 1000 employees). The vast majority of my time has
been spent in market-facing roles…product management, marketing, sales…in both
doer and leader roles. I am currently the Director of Product Management at
Interstates, a Sioux Center, IA- headquartered electrical construction, engineering,
and automation systems company with locations up and down the center of the US.
Today I want to share with you some of my observations about Product Management
to help you understand the role, and, perhaps, assist you in determining if it is the
right next step in your career.
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WHY

So…first, why do you want to be a product manager? Or, perhaps, more generally,
why are you curious about product management?
{Audience participation} Please give me a glimpse into who is here today. Raise your
hand and let me know why you want to be or are curious about the product manager
position?
….
Thank you for sharing.
A lot of different reasons. Each as unique as you are.
Over the next roughly 35 minutes I’ll touch on some of your curiosities and I’ll take
some questions at the end as well.
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Opportunities
■ Bunches!

Passions

Skills

Opportunities

Evaluating career options is hugely personal and requires considerable thought work.
A model I like to use to evaluate options in a career journey assesses three
components:
- Your Passions
- Your Skills
- The Available Opportunities
Ideally, all of us would spend all of our time in the intersection.
Let’s start with the most quantitative one…Opportunities.
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Opportunities
#9 Best Job in America for 2018

#5 on Glassdoor’s 2019 List of Best Jobs in America

Over 11,000 Job Opportunities Available on Glassdoor

Top 5 Hot Job for MBA Graduates

Digital Transformation

Skill Fit

The Product Management role is in high demand…both from an employers and
employees perspective.
#9 Best Job - CBS News Money Watch (Jan 2018)
https://www.cbsnews.com/media/9-best-jobs-in-america-for-2018/2/
Glassdoor: https://www.lucidchart.com/blog/product-management-careers
MBA Hot Job: https://www.usnews.com/education/best-graduate-schools/topbusiness-schools/articles/hot-jobs-for-mba-graduates
These data points don’t indicate why the position is in high demand. Here are just a
couple of reasons for that:
Digital transformation – many industries are being affected by rapid changes in
technology. Product Managers tend to have a good understanding of both the
technology and the business implications.
https://medium.com/@CoachManjeet/why-the-demand-for-product-managers-aregrowing-rapidly-48406607ddfe
The other reason for the high demand – the skills product managers have enable
them to fit in and fill gaps within an organization. Product managers are jacks-of-all-
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trades who interact with people at all levels of the organization. Product managers,
when most effective, are true partners in the business.
Oh, one more thing to note, these positions, relatively speaking, tend to pay well, but
also have a very wide range from starting to experienced salaries.
https://hired.com/blog/candidates/data-reveals-top-3-highest-paid-jobs-tech-2018/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/04/16/comparably-the-10-highest-paying-entry-leveljobs-in-tech.html
While there may be many product manager opportunities available across the
national market, that does not mean the right opportunity will be available when and
where you want it.
A quick search on Indeed uncovered only 2 Product Manager positions open in Sioux
Falls.
However, that doesn’t mean those opportunities are right for you personally.
Let’s dig into what a Product Manager role looks like so you are better equipped to
assess opportunities.
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PRODUCT MANAGEMENT
Ensuring over time that a product or service profitably
meets the needs of customers by continually monitoring
and modifying the elements of the marketing mix,
including: the product and its features, the
communications strategy, distribution channels and price

When I don’t know a word or don’t much about a topic I start with the definition.
There are a number of organizations and thought leaders surrounding the product
management discipline.
The Product Development & Management Association (PDMA) has been around
since 1976 and defines Product Management as:
Ensuring over time that a product or service profitably meets the needs of customers
by continually monitoring and modifying the elements of the marketing mix,
including: the product and its features, the communications strategy, distribution
channels and price
A product manager is someone who fulfills the role of Product Management.
Having served in the role I agree with this definition. And for some this definition may
be sufficient as it covers the wide swath of skills and activities a product manager
must have and complete. However, for me, it doesn’t help you feel the role.
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PRODUCT MANAGER
Prepare an organization to meet client needs and compete
in the market by coming alongside fellow team members so
they exceed the expectations of the people they serve

Here’s my definition of the role…
Prepare an organization to meet client needs and compete in the market by coming
alongside fellow team members so they exceed the expectations of the people they
serve
I’d like to call your attention to three things.
First, prepare…this role is about setting a strong foundation from which success can
happen. An individual in this role does not make success happen.
Second…client needs. The reality is…how the role is defined…and what a “day in the
life” looks like is different at each company. However, the essential function of the
role should be the same: meet client needs.
Third, serve…serve others who also serve. As a product manager you must
understand the client’s needs; however, on a day to day basis you will not be
responsible for meeting those needs. Set up those people for success. Pause for a
moment, think about the company you work for…think about all the people who
affect your client’s experience…sales, sure; marketing, yep; customer service, of
course; accounting – yes, they do too; the list goes on and on… as a product manager
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you need to be able to serve all of them so they can…satisfy the diverse needs of your
client, which is the product manager’s primary focus.
So how does a product manager ensure that client meets are met?
The Product Management discipline has a methodology for meeting client needs.
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Understand

Focus

Build

Go To
Market

Deliver
Results

Adapt

Needs

PMBOK is a well established guide for best practices in Project Management.
Similarly, there are many Product Management methods: Stage Gate and Waterfall
are well known and there are a number of proprietary or “thought-leader”-based
methods.
About 18 months ago Interstates reviewed a number of methods to design our own 6
step process.
The 6 steps are…
1. Understanding Needs: Gather, validate, and classify market problems and then
determine which market problems we are going to invest in developing solution
concepts.
2. Focus: Identify possible solutions to pressing market problems. Compare the
relative future returns of concepts and existing offers and decide how to allocate
resources.
3. Build: Develop concept into a product and prepare a compelling offer for the
market. Assess product, offer, and company readiness to test the offer in the
market.
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The interface with Project Managers and Development resources is critical
at this stage.
• Project delivery environments: the interface point with the development
team as well as the Project Manager on projects that are using the
“Product” and thus the product manager to deliver successfully.
Interdependency of these relationships; important to those project
manager looking for how to better work with product managers to deliver
true value to our clients.
1. Go To Market: Ensure the offer and organization can deliver to clients. Upon
meeting success standards, decide to make the offer available to the market.
2. Deliver Results: Accept orders and deliver offers at scale. Manage resources to
serve market needs.
3. Adapt: Assess whether target metrics are being met and as appropriate
recommend changes to current level of investment.
•

Our process is flexible and still evolving. The steps and especially the activities
undertaken within each step are adapted to best fit the product and project team.
All product management processes should be guided by and provide input back into a
company’s strategy. At Interstates we are in the process of intentionally integrating
our product management process back into our strategic process.
A product manager must possess a variety of skills to guide a diverse team through
this process to ultimately deliver a product that creates a memorable, satisfying
experience for each customer. Here are 7 key traits for every product manager.
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Client Advocate
Versatile Business Skills
Technical Aptitude
Creative
Translator
Emotional Awareness
Comfortable being Uncomfortable
Client Advocate – The client or customer is our purpose. It is our privilege to serve
them. Be their voice - literally - within your office.
Versatile Business Skills – broad and deep. Sales can Sell. Marketing can Promote. Ops
can Deliver. Service can Support. Customer Realizes Value. A product manager needs
to understand what others need to be successful so you can help them overcome
obstacles and build a strong foundation.
Technical Aptitude – have to be able to get deep into the product, which isn’t the
same as building or even designing the technical details
Creative – {audience participation}…when I say Creative, what do you think
of…anyone?
…Could be in the creative design sense; certainty as you design the product itself and
the associated customer experience. However, daily you will need to solve problems,
which is a creative skill! Challenges will arise, stopping is not an option. Waiting is not
an activity.
Translator – each function you work with will have their own terms of art…their own
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vocabulary. So will your customers. You must be able to translate all dialects so you
can connect all stakeholders.
Emotional Awareness – EQ. EQ can lead to sticky things like tough conversations and
vulnerability, which can be uncomfortable.
Comfortable being Uncomfortable – expect a persistent state of change. Moving the
product and possibly the organization forward into unknown products and markets.
Doing so with high responsibility and likely very limited authority. This is the product
manager’s constant state – must be comfortable with this or you will burn out.
When I hire product managers I look for a diversity experience and skillset. I look for
depth of character built through personal and professional experiences – often tough
experiences. I look for and inquire about both successes and failures because true
growth comes by overcoming challenges. {perhaps include a story relating to start-up
experiences – DT, PV, DS}
There are certainly nuances to each of these skills and there are more. However, you
master these seven, you will be well on your way.
In addition to these, there is one thing that a Product Manager is NOT. One thing that
a Product Manager must not do…
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You are
NOT your Product

Your identity is not tied to your product.
The product flourishes – it’s a win for everyone. Likewise, the product crashes and
burns – you are not a failure.
Your product is doing well but you’re asked to switch your attention to another rising
market opportunity – make the shift! Don’t worry about what you have invested in
the product or what might happen to it under someone else's care. Go where
company needs you. Serve.
Know who you are. Have confidence in the skills you bring to bear on the
organization. Be you.
Now, remember the career model I presented earlier…Passions, Skills, Opportunities.
Well…we’ve covered Opportunities – lots; we just covered skills so you can see how
that aligns with yours; only one thing left…Passion.
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PASSION
What’s Your Why?

Why do you want to be a product manager?
Harder questions…what drives you? What do you want…in your career? In life? Why
do you want it? What’s your why?
My why is my family. I’m driven every day to provide for my family. I do that by
serving others. More specifically…I am driven to…
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Build enduring excellence
through leadership by
imagining possibilities,
casting vision, empowering
gifts, & living purposefully

That’s what drives me.
It’s a journey, not a destination.
Product Management is in alignment with my why because I get to build…products,
organizations, and people…by imagining what is possible, sharing that vision and
serving others by putting them in a position that leverages their strengths, so that we
all are a bit closer to living out our purpose.
Maybe you know your “why.” Maybe you’ve never explored it.
Either way, there are a number of great resources that can help you reflect on your
story and uncover your calling.
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PRODUCT MANAGER
Passions

STORY: JOURNEY
Skills

Opportunities

Is Product Management right for you?
Maybe. If the opportunities align with your skills and your passion drives the pursuit.
Hopefully I’ve provide you with some information that will help you.
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THANK YOU
shawn.lohnes@interstates.com
linkedin.com/in/shawnlohnes

If you’d like to dig deeper into this profession and possibly whether it is right for you,
or want to dig deeper into being passion and purpose driven, please don’t hesitate to
contact me.
Thank you for your time and attention.
I believe we have time for some questions. So, who has a question?
Thank you.
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